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Copyright Form 

NEWREDMARS EDUCATION   

I at this moment transfer the Copyright of the Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific 

article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding title: 

 

    

NRME Submit Material ID    

Corresponding Author Name  

Full Postal address  

 

 

 

Phone no.   

Mail ID  

I at this moment declare and agree, on behalf of myself and my co-authors (if any), that: 

1. The Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference 

note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding are an original work/innovation/designing by the author. In addition to it, the 

Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar 

and Conference Proceeding does not contravene any existing copyright or any other third party rights.   

2. This transfer of copyright gives NEWREDMARS EDUCATION the right to develop, promote, distribute, and archive a body of 

scientific works throughout the world. 

3. The Author at this moment grants and assigns to NEWREDMARS EDUCATION all rights in and to Author’s work in and 

contributions to the Work. In connection with this assignment, the Author acknowledges that NEWREDMARS EDUCATION 

will have the right to print, publish, and create derivative works throughout the world, all rights in and to all revisions or versions 

or subsequent editions of the Work in all languages and media throughout the world.  

The author(s), reserve the following rights:  

 All proprietary rights other than copyrights, such as patent rights,  

 The right to use all or part of this article, including tables and figures in future works of their own, provided that the 

proper acknowledgment is made to the Publisher as copyright holder, and  

 The right to make copies of this property for his/her use, but not for sale.  

4. The Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference 

note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding contains no such material that may be unlawful, infringe any proprietary or personal 

rights of others (including, without limitation, any copyrights or privacy rights); that the Work is factually accurate and contains 

no matter libellous or otherwise unlawful; that I/We have substantially participated in the creation of the Work and that it 

represents my original work adequate for me/us to claim the authorship.  

5.  I/We certify that I/We have no financial interest in the subject matter of the Work or any affiliation with an organization or 

entity with a financial interest in the subject matter of the Work, other than as previously disclosed to the Association. 

6.  If any plagiarism found in my camera-ready Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class 

Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding after Publication, I am the solely responsible 

not NEWREDMARS EDUCATION or NRME Library Editorial Board members.  

7.  The Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference 

note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding the final version of which I enclose, is not substantially the same as any that I/we have 

already published elsewhere.    

8. No responsibility is undertaken by NEWREDMARS EDUCATION, its staff or members of the editorial board for any injury 

and/or damage to persons or property as a matter of products liability, negligence or otherwise, or from any use or operation of 

any methods, products instruction, advertisements or ideas contained in a publication by NEWREDMARS EDUCATION. 

9. If any dispute arises, the final decision is taken by NEWREDMARS EDUCATION   Editorial Board.  

10. All disputes are subjected to Odisha, Jurisdiction, India only.   
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11. The Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference 

note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding are not open access. These are using for commercial and learning purposes.     

12. The royalty of Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference 

note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding are decided by NEWREDMARS EDUCATION. 

13. I, the undersigned corresponding author, also certify that I have the consent of each author to transfer and assign any and all 

rights, title, and interest, including copyright of the Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class 

Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding referred above. I at this moment assign and 

transfer to the NEWREDMARS EDUCATION   copyright and all rights under it if such work is published by the 

NEWREDMARS EDUCATION. I further do not confirm that these Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific 

Report/Class Note/Scientific article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding have not been published 

elsewhere, nor is it under consideration by any other publisher. 

14. NRME library reserves the right to make any change at any moment in the above terms and conditions without assigning any 

reason or prior notice. 

15. Furthermore, the author may only post his/her version provided acknowledgement is given to the source of publication, and a 

link is inserted to the published Book/thesis/PPT/Major research project/Video/Scientific Report/Class Note/Scientific 

article/Protocol/Reference note/Seminar and Conference Proceeding on NEWREDMARS EDUCATION   website. 

16. The submitted/enclosed camera-ready materials are thoroughly proofread by me and in conformity with the instructions for 

authors communicated to me. 
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2.______________________________________________ 
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Date and Place:     

  

 Kindly send scanned copy of completed and duly signed the form by email to nrmelibrary@newredmars.com  or 

newredmars@gmail.com. 
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